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Welcome
I have been dealing in old books since 1987. 

After working at Heywood Hill in Mayfair for nearly 
fifteen years, I ran the Slightly Foxed bookshop in South 
Kensington.

Anthony Smith Books was launched in 2015 as an 
independent business selling via the website and at 
occasional ‘pop-up’ shops in the heart of  London’s West 
End.

I have always enjoyed using my knowledge of  books and 
the book trade to provide a very personal service for each 
client. My best customers have become friends and their 
libraries reflect this relationship.

This catalogue is an introduction to who I am and what I 
do. I hope it will whet your appetite and I look forward to 
getting to know you so that I can help your library grow in 
the years to come. 
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Library Building
I have built many libraries in places as far afield as 
Philadelphia, Johannesburg and Hong Kong. Each 
collection is unique but they all reflect their owners and 
have been put together over a number of  years.

Taking your time allows opportunities to arise and enables 
tastes to change and be refined. Indulge in the luxury of  a 
collection that grows and evolves.

The photographs in this catalogue are of  a library in 
Edinburgh which the owner and I have built over the last 
two decades. I am very grateful to him for the use of  these 
images. I hope they will inspire you.

Your Library
Your library is however you choose to define it: a shelf  
of  well-thumbed, food-stained recipe books; piles of  art 
and photography folios on a coffee table; amusing light 
reading in a guest bedroom; a wall of  assorted volumes in 
a holiday home so that any visitor will find two or three 
things to bury their nose in; or a grand collection involving 
an architect adding a new wing to your existing property to 
house row upon row of  fine leather bindings.

We can discuss the options, you decide what you want and 
I will help make it happen. 

The truth, universally acknowledged, is that the love of  
books - for themselves, as furniture, as treasure troves of  
past enjoyment and the promise of  more to come - can 
spring from anywhere. Just let it in and surround yourself  
with the consequences!
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In addition to Library Building,  
I offer the following services:

Buying & Selling
As a member of  the Antiquarian Booksellers’ Association, 
I have been buying and selling books for nearly 30 years.
This catalogue offers a selection of  books from my current 
stock. I hope you will find things to tempt you. But there 
are also moments in life when one or two books need to 
make room for others. 

Moving house, moving in together, moving on - these are 
some of  the times when a bookseller can lend a hand.
Whether it’s a single volume or the contents of  a vast 
library, I am always interested in being offered wonderful 
books. If  you, or someone you know, would benefit 
from some expert advice from a friendly bookseller, please 
get in touch. I look forward to helping.

Personal & Corporate Gifts
Making suggestions for the perfect present is one of  the 
best things about being a bookseller. If  a grandchild is 
having a birthday, or a friend is getting hitched, or someone 
in the company deserves a reward, or for any other reason, 
or no reason at all, I can advise on matching the books with 
the occasion.

Book Searches
Perhaps you have a favourite childhood story that has 
been read to bits or a gap on the shelf  because someone 
‘borrowed’ that volume? Let me know what is missing and 
I will hunt high and low to find it for you.
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The Books
The selection that follows has been chosen to give you an 
idea of  the range of  my stock. I have divided the books 
into subjects to help you browse for your own interests. 

One category to note is called ‘Sets’. This covers a 
variety of  fiction and non-fiction but groups everything 
together that has more than one volume. I have a personal 
enthusiasm for these uniform editions as the building 
blocks for a great collection. 

Please refer to anthony-smith-books.com for images of  all 
the books listed here. Ordering information can be found 
at the end of  the catalogue.

• Architecture

• Art

• Autobiography

• Biography

• Children’s

• Diaries & Letters

• Essays

• Fiction

• Fine Press

• History

• Illustrated

• Miscellanies

• Natural History

• Oddments

• Photography

• Poetry & Plays

• Sets

• Travel
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ARCHITECTURE
1 BETJEMAN, JOHN An Oxford University Chest. Comprising a 
Description of  the Present State of  the Town and University of  Oxford with an 
Itinerary Arranged Alphabetically. London, John Miles 1938. 4to. First edition. Original 
quarter black buckram, gilt, with marbled paper boards. Top edge gilt. Illustrated in line and half-
tone by L. Moholy-Nagy, Osbert Lancaster, the Rev. Edward Bradley and others. Corners gently 
bumped. Minor shelf  wear. Some foxing to edges and throughout the text. Very good.  
£75

2 BLUNT, ANTHONY Baroque & Rococo. Architecture and Decoration.  
Edited by Anthony Blunt with contributions from the editor, Alastair Laing,  
Christopher Tadgell & Kerry Downes. London, Paul Elek 1978. 4to. First edition.  
Original brown cloth, gilt. Photographs by Wim Swaan. Very light bumping to the head of  the 
spine, else fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£50

3 BUTLER, A. S. G. The Architecture of  Sir Edwin Lutyens. The Lutyens 
Memorial Volumes. Volume III: Town and Public Buildings: Memorials: The 
Metropolitan Cathedral, Liverpool. With the collaboration of  George Stewart & 
Christopher Hussey. London, Country Life 1950. Folio. First edition. Original green buckram, 
gilt. 107 architectural drawings and 173 photographs. Foxing to fore edge, title page and d/w. 
D/w has some shelf  wear and a few short closed tears. Near fine in very good + dust-wrapper. 
Includes the offices of  Country Life and the Cenotaph. 
£600

4 LEES-MILNE, JAMES The Age of  Inigo Jones. London, B. T. Batsford Ltd 
1953. 4to. First edition. Original red cloth, lettered in gilt. Black and white photographic plates. 
Some foxing to prelims and fore edge. D/w slightly foxed and tanned on the spine. Some minor edge 
wear with a little loss along the bottom edge. Near fine in very good + dust-wrapper.  
£60

5 LUKACHER, BRIAN Joseph Gandy. An Architectural Visionary in Georgian 
England. London, Thames & Hudson 2006. 4to. First edition. Original grey cloth. With 205 
illustrations, 49 in colour. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£35

6 MICHELL, GEORGE (ED.) Architecture of  the Islamic World. Its History 
and Social Meaning, with a complete survey of  key monuments. London, Thames & 
Hudson 1987. 4to. First edition, second impression. First printed in 1978. Original cloth, gilt. 
758 illustrations, 112 in colour. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£21

ART
7 CACHIN, FRANÇOISE; CAHN, ISABELLE; FEILCHENFELDT, 
WALTER; LOYRETTE, HENRI AND RISHEL, JOSEPH J. Cézanne.  
London, Tate Publishing 1996. 4to. First edition. Original cloth, gilt. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. 
Published to coincide with the retrospective exhibition that toured the Musée 
d'Orsay, Tate Gallery and Phildelphia Museum of  Art in 1996. 
£45

8 HARRIS, JOHN The Artist and the Country House. A history of  country 
house and garden view painting in Britain 1540-1870. London, Sotheby Parke Bernet 
1979. 4to. First edition. Original brown cloth, gilt. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£100

9 JANIS, HARRIET AND SIDNEY [PICASSO, PABLO] Picasso. The 
Recent Years 1939-1946. New York, Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1947. 4to. Limited 
edition. #38 of  350 copies, signed by the artist. Original quarter black buckram over beige textured 
cloth, gilt. Acetate wrapper in acetate-protected card slipcase. Black and white photographic plates. 
Stain on front pastedown from removal of  bookplate. Stamped initials on fly. Card slipcase is a bit 
worn. Near fine in very good slipcase. Signed on the limitation page by Pablo Picasso. 
£1500

10 LEAR, EDWARD Edward Lear in Corsica. The Journal of  a Landscape 
Painter. London, William Kimber 1966. 8vo. First thus. First published in 1870 with the title 
Journal of  a Landscape Painter in Corsica. Original yellow cloth. Bump to head of  spine, otherwise 
near fine in near fine dust-wrapper.  
£30

11 SKELTON, CHRISTOPHER The Engravings of  Eric Gill. Wellingborough, 
Christopher Skelton 1983. 4to. 2 volumes with portfolio, set. Limited edition. #14 of  85 special 
copies printed on St. Cuthbert's Mill archival rag paper and bound in quarter leather, gilt, with cloth 
boards by Desmond Shaw of  Cambridge. The portfolio contains 8 prints taken from the original 
wood-blocks. Over 1,000 engravings described and illustrated. Fine in fine slipcase.  
£1500

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
12 BEEVOR, KINTA A Tuscan Childhood. London, Viking 1993. 8vo. First 
edition. Original maroon cloth. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. The story of  three Tuscanies: the 
Bohemian world of  Kinta's parents including D. H. Lawrence and Rex Whistler, the 
Anglo-American world of  her aunt Janet Ross (Leaves from our Tuscan Kitchen), 
and peasant Tuscany which was most important to her as a child. 
£25
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13 FRASER, GEORGE MACDONALD Quartered Safe Out Here. A 
Recollection of  the War in Burma. London, Harvill 1992. 8vo. First edition. Original red 
cloth, lettered in gilt. Gently bumped on corners and head and tail of  spine. Bookplate on fly. D/w 
price-clipped, rubbed and worn. Very good in very good dust-wrapper. Partly because it is told 
from the point of  view of  a soldier and not an officer this is, in my opinion, one of  
the best memoirs of  the Second World War. 
£65

14 LANCASTER, OSBERT With an Eye to the Future. London, John Murray 
1967. 8vo. First edition. Original yellow cloth decorated in purple. Illustrated in line and colour by 
the author. D/w price-clipped else fine in fine dust-wrapper. “A dazzling social history of  the 
[British] upper-middle class world between the wars.” 
£20

15 LEVI, PRIMO If  This Is A Man. Translated from the Italian by Stuart 
Woolf. London, The Orion Press, Ltd. 1959. 8vo. First English edition. Published in Italy in 
1958 as Se questo è un uomo. Original blue cloth. Price-clipped d/w is faded on spine and has tears 
and loss especially along the top edge. Uncommon in d/w. Near fine in very good dust-wrapper.  
£250

16 MAGAN, WILLIAM Middle Eastern Approaches. Experiences and 
Travels of  an Intelligence Officer 1939-1948. Wilby, Michael Russell 2001. 8vo. First 
edition. Original red cloth, gilt. Near fine in near fine dust-wrapper.  
£15

17 MARIE OF RUSSIA, THE GRAND DUCHESS Things I Remember. 
Translated from the French & Russian under the editorial supervision of  Russell 
Lord. London, Cassell and Company 1931. 8vo. First edition. Original navy cloth. D/w very 
slightly faded on spine, else fine in fine dust-wrapper. Published in America as 'The 
Education of  a Princess'. A lovely copy in dust-wrapper, with striking orange and 
black endpapers. 
£40

18 [REDÉ, BARON DE] Alexis. The Memoirs of  the Baron de Redé. Edited 
by Hugo Vickers. Wimborne Minster, The Dovecote Press 2005. 4to. First edition. Original 
navy cloth, lettered in gilt. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. Privately published memoirs by the 
man who restored the Hotel Lambert in Paris and who held there one of  the great 
balls of  the 20th century. An aesthete from another age, he also helped manage the 
financial affairs of  the Rolling Stones. Extra-ordinary. 
£250

BIOGRAPHY
19 BERLIN, ISAIAH Personal Impressions. Edited by Henry Hardy. With 
an Introduction by Noel Annan. London, The Hogarth Press 1980. 8vo. First edition. 
Original blue cloth, lettered in gilt. D/w faded on spine and with a few marks. Fine in near fine 
dust-wrapper.  
£20

20 GUINNESS, JONATHAN & GUINNESS, CATHERINE The House of  
Mitford. London, Hutchinson 1984. 8vo. First edition. Original navy cloth, gilt. Small book-
seller's label to front pastedown. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£20

21 MUNBY, A. N. L. Portrait of  an Obsession. The life of  Sir Thomas 
Phillipps, the world's greatest book collector, adapted by Nicolas Barker from the five 
volumes of  Phillipps Studies. London, Constable 1967. 8vo. First edition. Original black 
cloth, gilt. Price-clipped d/w with a little shelf  wear. Fine in near fine dust-wrapper.  
£30

CHILDREN'S
22 ARDIZZONE, EDWARD Little Tim and the Brave Sea Captain. London, 
Oxford University Press [1944]. 8vo. Second edition. (First published in larger format in 1936). 
Pamphlet. Illustrated by the author. Very minor wear. Near fine.  
£100

23 ARDIZZONE, EDWARD Tim and Lucy Go to Sea. London, Oxford University 
Press [1944]. 8vo. Second edition. (First published in larger format in 1936). Pamphlet. 
Illustrated by the author. Very minor wear. Near fine.  
£100

24 BARRIE, J. M. Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens. London, Hodder and 
Stoughton [c. 1925]. 8vo. Original red cloth, decorated and lettered in gilt. Coloured frontispiece 
and 15 further colour plates with tissue guards. Illustrated by Arthur Rackham. Corners gently 
bumped. Spine very slightly faded. Ink presentation on fly. Near fine. Given to a son for 
Christmas 1929, this is a charming edition with the Rackham illustrations tipped in 
and would make a very handsome present today. 
£100
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25 CARROLL, LEWIS [DODGSON, CHARLES LUTWIDGE] Through the 
Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There. London, Macmillan & Co. 1872. 
8vo. Reprint. First published in 1871. Thirty-Second Thousand. Original red cloth, gilt. All edges 
gilt. With Fifty illustrations by John Tenniel. Corners and head and tail of  spine bumped and 
worn. Cloth bubbling from both boards. Bookplate on front pastedown. Very good +.  
£200

26 DE BRUNHOFF, JEAN Babar at Home. London, Methuen & Co. Ltd. 1938. 
Folio First UK edition. Original quarter blue cloth with illustrated paper boards. Boards worn along 
all edges. Covers scuffed and scratched. Corners bumped. Front free endpaper splitting at hinge. Some 
finger marks and light foxing throughout. Very good. A first edition in English of  the sixth 
Babar adventure. Well-read but still a charming addition to a child's library of  clas-
sics. 
£80

27 DE BRUNHOFF, JEAN Babar the King. London, Methuen & Co. Ltd. 1936. 
Folio First UK edition. Original quarter black cloth with illustrated paper boards. Boards worn 
along all edges. Covers scuffed and scratched. Corners bumped. Front free endpaper splitting at hinge. 
Some finger marks and light foxing throughout. Very good. A first edition in English of  the 
third Babar adventure. Well-read but still a charming addition to a child's library of  
classics. 
£100

28 DE BRUNHOFF, JEAN Babar's Travels. London, Methuen & Co. Ltd. 1935. 
Folio First UK edition. Original quarter red cloth with illustrated paper boards. Boards worn along 
all edges. Covers scuffed and scratched. Corners bumped. Front free endpaper splitting at hinge. Some 
finger marks and light foxing throughout. Very good. A first edition in English of  the second 
Babar adventure. Well-read but still a charming addition to a child's library of  
classics. 
£100

29 HALE, KATHLEEN Orlando and the Three Graces. London, John Murray 
1965. 8vo. First edition. Printed paper boards in dust-wrapper. Stamped 'File Copy' on upper 
panel of  d/w and inside the front cover. Ink number '719' beside stamp on inside. Some very light 
wear along edges of  d/w which is a trifle dust-soiled, else fine in near fine dust-wrapper. From the 
archives of  John Murray, this copy has never been issued before. 
£110

30 HALE, KATHLEEN Orlando Goes to the Moon. London, John Murray 1968. 
8vo. Original printed paper boards. Corners gently bumped. Edges lightly worn. Near fine. From 
the archives of  John Murray, this copy has never been issued before. 
£180

31 HALE, KATHLEEN Orlando the Judge. London, John Murray 1950. 8vo. First 
edition. Original paper covers. Stamped 'File Copy', with the number '670' in ink beside the stamp, 
on the front cover and the first page. Fine. From the archives of  John Murray, this copy has 
never been issued before. 
£110

32 HALE, KATHLEEN Orlando the Marmalade Cat - A Camping 
Holiday. London, Country Life [1938]. Folio First edition. Original illustrated paper boards. 
Corners and tail of  spine gently bumped. A few marks and light soiling to covers. Very good +. The 
first Orlando adventure in fresh condition. The colour lithographic illustrations are 
beautifully reproduced by W. S. Cowell Ltd. A world of  colour! 
£200

33 HALE, KATHLEEN Orlando's Evening Out. London, John Murray [c.1955]. 
8vo. Reprint. First published by Puffin in 1941. First Murray edition. Original paper covers. 
Stamped 'File Copy', with 'File' in pencil and the ink number '670', on front cover and the first 
page. Fine. From the archives of  John Murray, this copy has never been issued before. 
£50

34 HALE, KATHLEEN Orlando's Home Life. London, John Murray [c.1954]. 
8vo. First edition. Original paper covers. Stamped 'File Copy', with the number '670' in ink beside 
the stamp, on the front cover and the first page. Fine. From the archives of  John Murray, this 
copy has never been issued before. 
£50

35 HALE, KATHLEEN Orlando's Invisible Pyjamas. London, John Murray 
[c.1955]. 8vo. Reprint. First published by Puffin in 1946. First Murray edition. Original paper 
covers. Stamped 'File Copy', with 'File' in pencil and the ink number '670', on front cover and the 
first page. Fine. From the archives of  John Murray, this copy has never been issued 
before. 
£80

36 HALE, KATHLEEN Orlando's Magic Carpet. London, John Murray 1958. 
8vo. First edition. Printed paper boards in dust-wrapper. Stamped 'File Copy' on upper panel of  
d/w and inside the front cover. Pencil number '695' on first page. Some very light wear along edges 
of  d/w which is a trifle dust-soiled, else fine in near fine dust-wrapper. From the archives of  
John Murray, this copy has never been issued before. 
£110

37 HALE, KATHLEEN Orlando's Zoo. London, John Murray 1954. 8vo. First 
edition. Original paper covers. Stamped 'File Copy' on both sides of  the front cover, with the number 
'683' in pencil beside the stamp. One tiny nick to the bottom edge of  the front cover, otherwise fine. 
From the archives of  John Murray, this copy has never been issued before. 
£125
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38 MILNE, A. A. The House at Pooh Corner. London, Methuen & Co. Ltd 1928. 
8vo. First edition. Original pink cloth, gilt. Top edge gilt. Illustrated by Ernest H. Shepard. Cloth 
faded at head and tail of  spine where the d/w is chipped. Ink ownership on half-title. Slightly foxed 
d/w chipped on spine and at corners. New Zealand bookseller's small label fixed to spine. Near fine 
in very good + dust-wrapper.  
£250

39 MILNE, A. A. Winnie the Pooh. London, Methuen & Co. Ltd 1926. 8vo. First 
edition. Original dark green cloth, gilt. Top edge gilt. Illustrated by Ernest H. Shepard. Slightly 
cocked. Corners bumped. Scratch marks to rear board. Endpapers and fore edge foxed. Ink ownership 
on prelim. Very good +.  
£275

40 MILNE, A. A. The World of  Pooh. The Complete Winnie-the-Pooh and The 
House at Pooh Corner. London, Methuen & Co. Ltd 1958. 8vo. First one volume edition with 
new illustrations. Original orange cloth, gilt. With decorations and new illustrations in full colour 
by E. H. Shepard. Childish ink ownership opposite half-title. Very light soiling to d/w. Near fine in 
near fine dust-wrapper. With 8 new, full colour, full page illustrations. 
£200

41 PEARCE, PHILIPPA Tom's Midnight Garden. London, Oxford University 
Press 1958. 8vo. First edition. Original green cloth. Illustrated by Susan Einzig. Ink ownership on 
flyleaf. Bumped to top corner of  upper board. Wear and several short, closed tears to d/w. Near fine 
in very good + dust-wrapper. Winner of  the Carnegie Medal in 1958. 
£400

42 PRATCHETT, TERRY The Carpet People. Gerrards Cross, Colin Smythe 
1971. 8vo. First edition. Original cloth. Illustrated by the author. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. The 
author's first novel. Revised edition published in 1992. 
£400

43 SHARP, MARGERY The Rescuers and Miss Bianca series. London, & 
Boston, Collins, William Heinemann & Little, Brown and Company 1959-1971. 8vo.  
6 volumes. A mixed run of  first UK and US editions as follows: The Rescuers (1959, US); Miss 
Bianca (1962, UK); The Turret (1964, UK); Miss Bianca in the Salt Mines (1966, UK); 
Miss Bianca in the Orient (1970, UK); Miss Bianca in the Antarctic (1971, US). Original cloth. 
Illustrated by Garth Williams and (the last two) Erik Blegvad. 'The Turret' has an ink inscription 
on the fly and the d/w is chipped at the head and tail of  the spine with some discolouration to the 
back panel. 'Salt Mines' has a small, neat ink ownership on the half-title. 'Orient' has a little abra-
sion on the back panel and 'Antarctica' has some small splashes. All volumes have minor edge wear. 
Near fine in (at least) very good + dust-wrappers. A very attractive run of  the first six books 
in the series (there were three later volumes). 
£425
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44 TOLKIEN, J. R. R. The Hobbit. Or There and Back Again. London, George 
Allen & Unwin Ltd 1961. 8vo. Reprint. Second edition, thirteenth impression. First published in 
1937. Original green cloth. Illustrated by the author. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£250

45 TRAVERS, P. L. Mary Poppins. London, Gerald Howe Ltd 1934. 8vo. First 
edition. Original yellow cloth. Illustrated by Mary Shepard. Slightly dust-soiled cloth in d/w with 
minor chips and wear and closed tear to rear panel. Near fine in very good + dust-wrapper.  
£3000

46 TRAVERS, P. L. Mary Poppins Comes Back. London, Lovat Dickson & 
Thompson Limited 1935. 8vo. First edition. Original beige cloth. Roundel stamped on upper board. 
Illustrated by Mary Shepard. Minor wear to edges of  slightly dust-soiled d/w. Near fine in near 
fine dust-wrapper.  
£500

47 WHITE, E. B. Charlotte's Web. London, Hamish Hamilton 1955. 8vo. Reprint. 
Second impression. First published 1952. Original blue cloth decorated in red and black. Pictures by 
Garth Williams. Ink ownership on fly. Green mark at top corner of  page 6 with faint evidence of  
a childish colouring in of  the illustration on that page. Very slight browning to edges of  d/w. Very 
good + in very good + dust-wrapper. A lovely copy of  this children's classic. 'Some pig!' 
£150

DIARIES AND LETTERS
48 LEES-MILNE, JAMES Ancestral Voices. London, Chatto & Windus 1975. 8vo. 
First edition. Original green cloth, lettered in gilt. D/w designed by Reynolds Stone. Price-clipped 
d/w very slightly faded on spine. Ink inscription opposite half-title. Near fine in near fine dust-
wrapper. The first of  12 volumes of  diaries. After being invalided out of  the Army in 
1941, the author rejoined the Headquarters Staff of  the National Trust. Over the 
next two years, he visited countless stately homes and historic buildings whose own-
ers wished, for a variety of  reasons, to hand them over to the Trust. 
£75

49 WAUGH, EVELYN The Letters of  Evelyn Waugh. Edited by Mark Amory. 
London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson 1980. 8vo. First edition. Original red cloth, lettered in gilt. Fine 
in fine dust-wrapper.  
£25

50 WAUGH, EVELYN Mr Wu & Mrs Stitch. The Letters of  Evelyn Waugh and 
Diana Cooper. Edited by Artemis Cooper. London, Hodder & Stoughton 1991. 8vo. First 
edition. Original navy cloth. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£15

ESSAYS
51 BECKETT, SAMUEL Proust. London, Chatto & Windus 1931. 12mo. First 
edition. Original decorated paper boards. Browning and discolouration to the spine and boards. Top 
corners gently bumped. Head of  spine a little tender. Very good +. One of  a series of  Dolphin 
Books from Chatto & Windus, this is also one of  the earliest critical studies of  Proust 
(although it is perhaps more celebrated for what it tells us about Samuel Beckett). 
£110

52 ORWELL, GEORGE [BLAIR, ERIC] The English People. London, Collins 
1947. 8vo. First edition. Decorated paper boards in dust-wrapper. Light edge wear else fine in near 
fine dust-wrapper. Number 100 in the Britain in Pictures series. 
£40

FICTION
53 ASQUITH, [LADY] CYNTHIA What Dreams May Come. London, James 
Barrie 1951. 8vo. First edition. Original turquoise cloth, gilt. Jacket by Philip Gough. Slight 
fading to spine and edges. Bottom corners very gently bumped. Tiny dent in upper board. Ink 
presentation on front free endpaper. Very occasional ink annotation to the text. D/w dust-soiled on 
lower panel with edge wear, small chips and short tears. Near fine in good + dust-wrapper. This is 
the first appearance in England of  Lady Cynthia's collected stories of  the macabre 
and supernatural. It contains eight stories, seven of  which had appeared in the US 
publication 'This Mortal Coil' in 1947, with 'From What Beginnings?' new to this 
volume. The annotations appear to be editorial revisions, perhaps by the author. The 
presentation ('C.B. from C. A. 1952') is to the journalist and writer Collin Brooks 
(1893-1959). 
£100

54 BALLARD, J. G. Crash. London, Jonathan Cape 1973. 8vo. First edition. Original 
blue cloth. Ink inscription on fly. Two closed tears to rear panel of  d/w. Near fine in very good + 
dust-wrapper.  
£550

55 BARNES, JULIAN Metroland. London, Jonathan Cape 1980. 8vo. First edition. 
Original grey cloth. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£250
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56 BURNEY, FANNY Evelina. or the History of  a Young Lady's Entrance into 
the World. With Notes, Indexes, and Illustrations from Contemporary Sources 
edited by Sir Frank MacKinnon. Oxford, Oxford University Press 1930. 8vo. First edition 
thus. Originally published in 1778. Maroon half-leather, gilt, by Bumpus. All edges gilt. Marbled 
endpapers. Corners bumped. Bookplate of  Sir John Campbell on front pastedown. Second bookplate 
on preliminary leaf. Near fine.  
£70

57 COETZEE, J. M. Disgrace. London, Secker & Warburg 1999. 8vo. First edition. 
Original black cloth. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. True first edition with 'Biddles Ltd' given as 
printer and binder on verso of  title page. 
£150

58 COLLINS, NORMAN London Belongs to Me. London, Collins 1945. 8vo. 
First edition. Original green cloth. D/w faded on spine with minor wear to the head and tail. A 
novel of  working class life in Kennington on the eve of  the Second World War. 
£45

59 DURRELL, LAWRENCE The Alexandria Quartet. Justine; Balthazar; 
Mountolive; Clea. London, Faber and Faber 1962. 8vo. Signed, limited edition. First edition in 
one volume. Original orange buckram decorated in black and gilt. Top edge gilt. In publisher's clear 
acetate jacket and black and gold paper-covered slipcase. Spine slightly faded as usual. Slipcase worn 
at extremities but sound and firm. Near fine. #257 of  500 copies signed by the author in 
violet ink. 
£850

60 FORSTER, E. M. A Passage to India. London, Edward Arnold 1924. 8vo. First 
edition. Original dark red cloth, lettered in black. Covers worn. Spine faded and bumped. Bookplate 
on front pastedown. Small stain at bottom corner of  first 70 pages and some foxing throughout. Very 
good.  
£300

61 HELLER, JOSEPH Catch -22. London, Jonathan Cape 1962. 8vo. First edition. 
Original cerise cloth. Near fine in near fine dust-wrapper. Second state dust-wrapper with five 
reviews on the rear panel. A lovely copy. 
£450

62 HILL, SUSAN Strange Meeting. London, Hamish Hamilton 1971. 8vo. First 
edition. Original green cloth. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£30

63 HOSSEINI, KHALED The Kite Runner. London, Bloomsbury 2003. 8vo. First 
edition. Original black cloth with red marker ribbon. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£150

47

54 59

68 64

72

71 61
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64 ISHIGURO, KAZUO A Pale View of  Hills. London, Faber and Faber 1982. 8vo. 
First edition. Original pale blue cloth. Slight foxing to fore edge, endpapers and spine of  d/w. Near 
fine in near fine dust-wrapper. The author's first novel. 
£500

65 LE CARRÉ, JOHN A Perfect Spy. London, Hodder and Stoughton 1986. 8vo. First 
edition. Original quarter blue cloth with blue boards, gilt. Spine of  d/w with a hint of  tanning. Fine 
in fine dust-wrapper.  
£25

66 MCCARRY, CHARLES The Tears of  Autumn. London, Hutchinson 1975. 
8vo. First edition. Original black cloth. Head and tail of  spine gently bumped. Near fine in near 
fine, unclipped dust-wrapper. The author's second novel and one of  the classics of  the spy 
genre. 'To say that the assassination of  John F. Kennedy is at the heart of  The Tears 
of  Autumn is to give only a hint of  the inflexible one-man crusade waged by Paul 
Christopher.' A critical favourite but still vastly under-appreciated in this country. 
£35

67 MANTEL, HILARY Bring Up The Bodies. London, Fourth Estate 2012. 
8vo. First edition. Original black cloth. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. Winner of  the 2012 Man 
Booker Prize. 
£30

68 MANTEL, HILARY Wolf  Hall. London, Fourth Estate 2009. 8vo. First edition. 
Original black cloth. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. Winner of  the 2009 Man Booker Prize. 
£400

69 MAUGHAM, W. SOMERSET Christmas Holiday. London, William 
Heinemann 1951. 8vo. Fifth impression. First published in 1939. Original red cloth, gilt. Spine 
slightly faded. Very minor foxing to endpapers and fore edge. Armorial bookplate on fly. Bookseller's 
ticket on front pastedown. Very good +.  
£10

70 MURAKAMI, HARUKI 1Q84. Translated from the Japanese by Jay Rubin 
and Philip Gabriel. New York, Alfred A. Knopf 2011. 8vo. First US edition. Original cloth. 
Fine in fine dust-wrapper. Featuring a dust-wrapper designed by Chip Kidd. The UK 
edition was issued in two volumes. This is, in my humble opinion, much the better 
production. 
£25

71 NAIPAUL, V. S. A House for Mr Biswas. London, Andre Deutsch 1961. 8vo. 
First edition. Original pink cloth. D/w with minor edge wear, soiling and very slight fading to spine. 
Fine in near fine dust-wrapper.  
£600

72 RUSHDIE, SALMAN Midnight's Children. London, Jonathan Cape 1981. 
8vo. First edition (printed in the United States of  America). Original maroon quarter cloth with 
grey paper boards. There is a little damp discolouration along the top and bottom edges of  the upper 
board and affecting the bottom edge of  the upper panel of  the d/w. Very slightly faded on spine of  
d/w. Near fine in near fine dust-wrapper.  
£450

73 SIMENON, GEORGES Affairs of  Destiny. Newhaven-Dieppe & The 
Woman of  the Grey House. Translated from the French by Stuart Gilbert. London, 
George Routledge & Sons Ltd 1947. 8vo. Reprint. Second impression. First published in English 
in 1942. Original blue cloth. D/w lightly soiled with edge wear and a few very short closed tears. 
Near fine in very good dust-wrapper. The dust-wrapper is illustrated with stills from the 
film Temptation Harbour based on the first story in this book. The film was released 
in 1947. This is the first impression of  the book with this cover. 
£25

74 SOMERVILLE, EDITH & ROSS, MARTIN The Real Charlotte. London, 
The Zodiac Press 1972. 8vo. First edition thus. First published in 3 volumes in 1894. Original 
patterened cloth, gilt. D/w slightly faded on spine and with light shelf  wear. Fine in near fine 
dust-wrapper. A great Anglo-Irish novel in which the real Miss Charlotte Mullen is 
revealed. 
£20

75 SWIFT, GRAHAM Waterland. London, William Heinemann 1983. 8vo. First  
edition. Original black cloth. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£110

76 TARTT, DONNA The Goldfinch. London, Little, Brown 2013. 8vo. First edition. 
Limited edition. No. 222 of  1,000 copies signed by the author. Original quarter green cloth with 
paper-covered boards. Fine. The author's third novel. 
£200

77 THACKERAY, WILLIAM MAKEPEACE The Newcomes. Memoirs of  
a Most Respectable Family, edited by Arthur Pendennis Esq. With an Introduction 
by Angela Thirkell. Cambridge, The University Press for The Limited Editions Club 1954. 
8vo. 2 volumes, set, in slipcase. #461 of  a limited edition of  1500 copies, signed by the illustrator. 
Quarter black cloth with decorated cloth boards. With illustrations by Edward Ardizzone. Near fine 
in slightly worn slipcase which has a short split along part of  the top. 
The Centenary Edition, charmingly illustrated. 
£85
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78 TOLKIEN, J. R. R. Unfinished Tales. Of  Númenor and Middle-earth. 
Edited with introduction, commentary, index and maps by Christopher Tolkien. 
London, George Allen & Unwin 1980. 8vo. First edition. Original maroon cloth. Fine in fine 
dust-wrapper.  
£40

79 WODEHOUSE, P. G. Bachelors Anonymous. London, Barrie & Jenkins 1973. 
8vo. First edition. Original green cloth, gilt. Dust-wrapper designed by Osbert Lancaster. Small ink 
presentation on fly. D/w price-clipped. Near fine in near fine dust-wrapper.  
£25

FINE PRESS
80 BURTON, RICHARD The Anatomy of  Melancholy. What it is, with all 
kinds, causes, symptomes, prognostickes, & several cures of  it. In three partitions 
philosophically, medicinally, historically, opened and cut up. By Democritus Junior 
with a Satyricall Preface. London, The Nonesuch Press 1925. 4to. 2 volumes, set. Limited 
edition. #687 of  750 copies. Quarter vellum over decorated paper-covered boards, lettered in gilt on 
spines. Printed on Dutch paper. Typography arranged by Francis Meynell. Illustrated by  
E. McKnight Kauffer. Tiny nick at the head of  the spine of  volume 2, else fine.  
£250

81 KENNEDY, RICHARD A Boy at the Hogarth Press. Introduction by Bevis 
Hillier. Whittington Court, Gloucestershire, The Whittington Press 1972. 4to. Limited edition. 
#147 of  520 copies. Signed by the author on the limitation page. Batik covered boards. The first 
book published by the Whittington Press. Illustrated with line drawings by the author and his fold-
out plan, at rear, of  the Hogarth Press in red and black. A few short closed tears to the rear panel of  
the d/w. Fine in near fine dust-wrapper. Reminiscences of  the years 1928-30 working for 
Leonard and Virginia Woolf  at the Hogarth Press. 
£150

HISTORY
82 BOUCHOT, HENRI Catherine de Médicis. Paris, Goupil et Cie 1899. 4to. 
Limited edition. #388 of  1000 copies. Full red morocco binding by John Bumpus. Raised bands. 
Decorated and lettered in gilt. Top edge gilt, others uncut. Frontispiece and 4 other plates in colour. 
45 black and white plates. Tiny loss to the head and tail of  the spine. Corners and edges with minor 
wear to leather. Near fine. A biography of  the wife of  Henry II of  France, handsomely 
illustrated and bound. Text in French. 
£250

83 FRASER, GEORGE MACDONALD The Steel Bonnets. The Story of  the 
Anglo-Scottish Border Reivers. London, Barrie & Jenkins 1971. 8vo. First edition. Original 
mottled green cloth with spine panels in red. Folding map at rear. Black and white photographic 
plates. D/w design by A. E. Barbosa. Very slight edge wear and a little foxing to rear panel of  
d/w, otherwise near fine in near fine dust-wrapper.  
£100

84 GREGG, EDWARD Queen Anne. London, Routledge & Kegan Paul 1980. 8vo. 
First edition. Original black cloth. D/w slightly faded on spine. Fine in near fine dust-wrapper.  
£20

85 YALLAND, ZOË Boxwallahs. The British in Cawnpore 1857-1901. Wilton, 
Michael Russell 1994. 8vo. First edition. Original navy cloth, gilt. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. 
This completes the history begun in Traders and Nabobs. 
£30

86 YALLAND, ZOË Traders and Nabobs. The British in Cawnpore 1765-
1857. Wilton, Michael Russell 1987. 8vo. First edition. Original navy cloth, gilt. Presentation 
inscription by the author on the title page. Two small ink annotations in the margin of  the epilogue. 
Near fine in near fine dust-wrapper. The presentation is to the Maxwell family who feature 
so prominently in the book. 
£70

ILLUSTRATED
87 DE LA MARE, WALTER Desert Islands and Robinson Crusoe. With 
decorations by Rex Whistler. London & New York, Faber and Faber & The Fountain Press 
1930. 8vo. #20 of  a limited edition of  650 numbered copies. Original green cloth, gilt. Top edge 
gilt, others untrimmed. Printed on handmade paper. In the original slipcase which has been recovered 
with a marbled paper. Title page and four smaller copper engravings.  
£125

88 GIBSON, CHARLES DANA Americans. London & New York, John Lane & 
R. H. Russell 1902. 4to. Reprint. First published in 1900. Quarter white cloth with paper-covered 
boards. Top edge gilt. In cardboard box as issued. Eighty-four cartoons. Box a bit worn and rubbed 
with one split. The book is fine. Number 5 in the series featuring the 'Gibson girl' partly 
inspired by the Langhorne sisters. Gibson was successively a contributor, editor and 
owner of  'Life' magazine. 
£100
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89 JONES, BARBARA The Unsophisticated Arts. London, The Architectural Press 
1951. 4to. First edition. Original navy cloth, lettered in gilt. Illustrated throughout by the artist in 
colour and black and white. Unsophisticated repairs to small portions of  the d/w missing at head 
and tail of  spine. Otherwise near fine in very good + dust-wrapper. The art of  the fairground 
showman, the painter of  canal boats, the week-end bungalow owner, the toy maker, 
the wedding cake baker, etc. 
£110

90 SEARLE, RONALD Ronald Searle in Le Monde. Chicago and London, Uni-
versity of  Chicago Press 2002. 4to. First edition. Quarter grey cloth with paper-covered boards. One 
of  200 unnumbered copies signed by the artist. Mint in dust-wrapper. In the Preface, Searle 
describes his life for those unfamiliar with his work and the opportunity presented 
by the French newspaper to provide satirical illustrations for their editorials. This 
book is a selection from the years 1995 to 2001. The pen remained as sharp as ever. 
Ronald Searle died at the end of  2011. 
£250

91 STONE, REYNOLDS Engravings. With an Introduction by the Artist and 
an Appreciation by Kenneth Clark. Brattleboro, The Stephen Greene Press 1977. 4to. First 
US edition. Original navy buckram, lettered in gilt. Near fine in near fine dust-wrapper. From the 
Appreciation, 'In order to realise a compulsive dream a certain degree of  withdrawal 
is necessary. Perfection is best achieved in solitude. The perfection achieved in 
Reynolds Stone's lettering, decorative emblems and microcosms of  nature is depend-
ent on a stillness and concentration which daily contact with the world would not 
have allowed.' 
£85

MISCELLANIES
92 AUDEN, W. H. A Certain World. A Commonplace Book. London, Faber and 
Faber 1971. 8vo. Reprint. Second impression in year of  publication. Original red cloth. A lovely 
bright copy, near fine in near fine dust-wrapper. One of  the finest commonplace books. It 
contains, for instance, this anecdote of  Dr. Spooner: Dr. Spooner: I want you to 
come to tea next Thursday to meet Mr. Casson. Mr. Casson: But I am Mr. Casson. 
Dr. Spooner: Come all the same. 
£30

93 DE LA MARE, WALTER Love. London, Faber and Faber 1944. 8vo. Third 
impression. First published 1943. Original grey cloth decorated in red and gilt. Fore edge untrimmed. 
Dust-wrapper, frontispiece and other illustrations by Barnett Freedman. Corners gently bumped. Ink 
ownership (dated 1943, strangely) and ink presentation on fly leaf. Spine-faded d/w with some edge 
wear. Near fine in very good + dust-wrapper. A very nice copy of  a book with a notoriously 
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fragile dust-wrapper. The Barnett Freedman decorations add to the charm of  this 
well-chosen anthology making it the perfect gift for birthday presents or for special 
occasions for the newly met, recently married or for those celebrating milestone 
anniversaries. This copy was presented to the former owner by Walter de la Mare, 
'with love and gratitude'. 
£75

94 FORSTER, E. M. Commonplace Book. Edited by Philip Gardner. London, 
Scolar Press 1985. 8vo. First edition. Original brown cloth, gilt. Light shelf  wear to top edge of  
d/w. Fine in near fine dust-wrapper. Edward Morgan Forster began making entries in his 
Commonplace Book in 1925 and continued until 1968. First published in a facsimile 
edition in 1978, this is the first edition in typeset form with annotations. 
£25

95 MICHEL-THIRIET, PHILIPPE The Book of  Proust. Edited by 
Dominique Frémy. Translated by Jan Dalley. London, Chatto & Windus 1989. 8vo. First 
edition. Original blue cloth, gilt. Newspaper clippings loosely inserted. Corners and head and tail of  
spine very gently bumped. D/w price-clipped. Near fine in near fine dust-wrapper. A cornucopia 
of  Proustiana. 
£20

96 TINGAY, LANCE O. The Bedside Barsetshire. London, Faber and Faber 1949. 
8vo. First edition. Decorated cloth. Illustrated by Gwen Raverat. Spine ends and corners bumped. 
Foxing to prelims and price-clipped d/w. D/w chipped and torn. Very good in good dust-wrapper.  
£20

NATURAL HISTORY
97 BYNE, MILDRED STAPLEY & BYNE, ARTHUR Spanish Gardens and 
Patios. Philadelphia and London & New York, J. B. Lippincott Company & The Architectural 
Record 1924. 4to. First edition. Original navy buckram decorated and lettered in gilt. Top edge gilt. 
Illustrated with 175 examples and 4 plates in colour. Small ink ownership on front paste down. 
Light foxing to endpapers. Near fine.  
£60

98 MAJERUS, MICHAEL E.N. Ladybirds. London, HarperCollins 1994. 8vo. First 
edition, first state. Original green cloth, gilt. D/w not price-clipped. Price given as £30.00 net. 
With sixteen colour plates and over 150 black and white photographs and drawings. Jacket by Rob-
ert Gillmor. Ladybirds on d/w spine are slightly faded as usual. Nearly imperceptible crease about 
1cm long towards the top of  the lower panel of  the d/w. Mint in fine d/w. #81 in the New 
Naturalist library and one of  the 'Golden Thirteen'. One of  1400 hardback copies. 
With all first state points listed in Collecting the New Naturalists (2015). 
£500

99 POULETT SCROPE, G[EORGE JULIUS] Volcanos. The Character of  
their Phenomena, their Share in the Structure and Composition of  the Surface of  
the Globe, and their Relation to its External Forces. With a Descriptive Catalogue 
of  All Known Volcanos and Volcanic Formations. London, Longman, Green, Longmans, 
and Roberts. 1862. 8vo. Second edition, revised and enlarged. (First edition published in 1828.) 
Original red cloth, gilt. With a Coloured Folding Map of  the Volcanic Areas of  the Globe, Chro-
molithographed Frontispiece, Woodcuts, etc. Extremities bumped. Head and tail of  spine slightly 
frayed with a short split between the spine and rear board. Bookplates on front pastedown and a 
preliminary leaf. Printed card, 'From the Author' pasted to the verso of  the front free endpaper. Light 
foxing to frontispiece. Very good +. The frontispiece and gilt illustration on the upper 
board both show the 'Eruption of  Vesuvius as seen from Naples October, 1822'. 
The author witnessed this eruption. Presentation copy. From the library of  Sir John 
Herschel (1792-1871) with his bookplate and library stamps. 
£650

100 THORNTON, ROBERT JOHN (GRIGSON, GEOFFREY & 
BUCHANAN, HANDASYDE) Thornton's Temple of  Flora. With Plates faith-
fully reproduced from the original engravings and the work described by Geoffrey 
Grigson with Bibliographical Notes by Handasyde Buchanan. London, Collins 1951. 
Folio. First edition thus. Original three quarter brown buckram over paper covered boards, printed 
label on front board, leather lettering pieces to spine. With original green dust-wrapper (mimick-
ing the design of  the original parts) and box as issued. 12 full page tissue-guarded colour plates 
and 24 full page black and white collotype plates. Bottom corner gently bumped. Light foxing to 
fore edge and endpapers not affecting text or plates. D/w a little rubbed at extremities and with one 
short closed tear to the top edge of  the lower panel. Cardboard box is sound and firm. Near fine in 
near fine dust-wrapper. Designed by George Rainbird and Ruari McLean, reproduced 
largely from the copy in the Library of  Eton College, this is the best modern edition 
of  this famous work of  botanical illustration which was first issued in parts between 
1797 and 1807. 
£275

101 TUBBS, COLIN R. The New Forest. London, Collins 1986. 8vo. First edition. 
Original green cloth, gilt. D/w not price-clipped. Price given as £22.50. With 'Collins' at the foot 
of  the spine. With 20 colour photographs, and over 100 photographs and diagrams in black and 
white. Jacket by Robert Gillmor. Very light spotting on top edge of  text block. D/w slightly faded on 
spine, as usual, otherwise fine in fine dust-wrapper. #73 in the New Naturalist library and 
one of  the 'Golden Thirteen'. One of  1850 hardback copies and with all points listed 
in Collecting the New Naturalists (2015). 
£200
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102 WHITE, GILBERT The Writings of  Gilbert White of  Selborne. 
Selected and edited with an introduction by H. J. Massingham. London, The Nonesuch 
Press 1938. 8vo. 2 volumes, set. Limited edition of  850 copies (this one Out of  Series). Original 
grey buckram, gilt. Top edges gilt, others untrimmed. Tissue guards over title pages. Folding map at 
rear of  second volume. Wood-engravings by Eric Ravilious. Bottom corners gently bumped. Tiny 
splash mark (ink?) on spine of  volume 2. Foxing to fore edges and end papers. Near fine. The best 
20th Century edition of  Gilbert White's Natural History, beautifully illustrated by 
Eric Ravilious. (Dreyfus 114). 
£950

ODDMENTS
103 ANONYMOUS Splendor Solis. Barcelona, M. Moleiro 2010. Folio. Facsimile 
edition of  987 numbered and authenticated copies from the manuscript in the British Library 
(Harley 3469). Full red morocco decorated in gilt. Silk end papers. Housed in a red morocco box, 
gilt, with silk lining. Illustrated with 22 large paintings surrounded by floral or animal motifs 
belonging to the North-European style of  Renaissance miniature together with decorated initials. 
As new in box. This sumptuously illustrated treatise has been traditionally, although 
wrongly, attributed to Salomon Trismosin, possibly a pen name of  Ulrich Poysel, the 
master of  the legendary Paracelsus. The secrets of  kabbalah, astrology and alchemic 
symbolism are revealed on 22 folios bearing full-page illustrations with a wealth of  
colour and almost Baroque profusion of  detail. 
£3500

104 BASBANES, NICHOLAS A. A Gentle Madness. Bibliophiles, Biblio-
manes, and the Eternal Passion for Books. New York, Henry Holt and Company 1996. 
8vo. First published in 1995. 6th impression. Original quarter black cloth with brown paper boards. 
Fine in fine dust-wrapper. A fascinating exploration of  the subject which was not widely 
distributed on this side of  the Atlantic. 
£25

105 MARSHALL, MRS. A. B. Fancy Ices. London, Marshall's School of  Cookery and 
Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. [1894]. 8vo. Second thousand. Original blue 
cloth decorated in silver. With 86 illustrations. Corners and head and tail of  spine gently bumped. 
Silver decoration and lettering is dulling to black, especially on the spine. Very good +. A wonder-
ful present for a fan (contestant?) of  Great British Bake Off, this is an extravaganza 
of  puddings many of  which, unnervingly, have 'Bomb' in the title. The 30 pages 
of  advertisements are dominated by products patented or recommended by Mrs. 
Marshall. 
£150

106 SPIELMANN, M. H. & LAYARD, G. S. Kate Greenaway. London, Adam 
and Charles Black 1905. 4to. First edition. Edition de Luxe. #344 of  500 copies signed by the 
artist's brother John Greenaway on the limitation page and on an original sketch by Kate Greenaway 
mounted before the half-title. Ivory buckram ruled and decorated in blind, with gilt lettering. Top edge 
gilt. Silk marker ribbon. The endpapers are a miniature facsimile of  a nursery wallpaper designed 
by the artist. Colour frontispiece and 53 colour plates with tissue guards. Many black and white 
illustrations and 34 half-tone plates. Corners very slightly bumped. Bookplate on front pastedown. 
Small professional repair to the front free endpaper, probably after another bookplate was removed. 
The original sketch shows two girls (or two views of  the same girl), in bonnet and 
shawl, looking off to the right. A very nice copy. 
£1250

PHOTOGRAPHY
107 AVEDON, RICHARD Women of  the World (Pirelli Calendar 1997). 
UK, Pirelli 1996. Calendar. Complete. Presented loose in slipcase with hanging slider. Colour and 
black and white photography. Signed by the photographer on the first image. As new.  
£350

108 BAILEY, DAVID & EVANS, PETER Goodbye Baby & Amen. A Sara-
band for the Sixties. New York, Coward-McCann, Inc. 1969. Folio. First US edition. Original 
black cloth. Black and white photographs throughout. D/w rubbed along top and bottom edges. 
Short closed tear to upper panel. Near fine in very good + dust-wrapper.  
£175

109 CODDINGTON, GRACE Grace. Thirty Years of  Fashion at Vogue. Paris, 
Edition 7L 2002. 4to First edition. Original cloth, acetate wrapper and card slipcase. Colour and 
black and white photography throughout. Fine in wrapper in near fine slipcase.  
£1250

110 KOTUR, ALEXANDRA (ED.) The World in Vogue - People, Parties, 
Places. Introduction by Hamish Bowles. New York, Alfred A. Knopf 2009. 4to. First 
edition. Original cloth. 300 illustration in colour and black and white. Fine in fine dust-wrapper.  
£50

111 MOLLINO, CARLO Polaroids. Santa Fe, Arena Editions 2002. 4to. First 
edition. Original cloth with polaroid reproduction pasted to upper board, gilt. Illustrated in colour 
throughout. Light stain affecting part of  lower board, otherwise near fine without dust-wrapper as 
issued. The Gagosian Gallery in New York held an exhibition of  these photographs 
between November 2014 and January 2015. They are the work of  a man known as 
an architect in his lifetime but who left behind a secret archive of  polaroid studies of  
the female form. 
£75
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112 PENN, IRVING Moments Preserved. Eight essays in photographs and 
words. With an introduction by Alexander Lieberman. Rosemary Blackmon collabo-
rated in the writing of  the captions and text. New York, Simon and Schuster 1960. 4to. 
First edition. Original beige cloth in original card slipcase. Colour and black and white photographs 
throughout. A little scuffing to the edges of  the slipcase. Ink inscription on fly. Near fine. 
Presentation reads, 'For Don with greetings and best regards, Irving Penn'. 
£750

113 SIEFF, JEANLOUP Derrières. A tribute to ninety-three derrières chosen 
for their plastic, intellectual and moral qualities. Paris, Bookking International 1994. 4to. 
First edition. Original cream cloth. Black and white photographs throughout. Fine in fine dust-
wrapper.  
£150

POETRY AND PLAYS
114 BELLOC, HILAIRE Complete Verse. Including Sonnets and Verse, 
Cautionary Verses, The Modern Traveller, etc. With a Preface by W. N. Roughead. 
London, Duckworth 1981. 8vo. Reprint. Collected edition first published in 1954 by the Nonesuch 
Press. Duckworth edition first published in 1970. Original blue cloth, gilt. D/w slightly faded on 
spine with one nick. Fine in near fine dust-wrapper.  
£15

115 ELIOT, T[HOMAS] S[TEARNS] Old Possum's Book of  Practical 
Cats. London, Faber and Faber 1939. 4to. First edition. Original yellow cloth. Ink ownership 
on flyleaf. Light foxing to last few pages. D/w in two pieces with no spine. Small tears. Browned in 
places. Near fine in good dust-wrapper.  
£500

116 MOORE, NICHOLAS The Glass Tower. Poems 1936-43. London, Nicholson 
& Watson for Poetry Library 1944. 8vo. First edition. Original quarter black cloth with illustrated 
paper boards. Drawings by Lucian Freud. Minor foxing to endpapers. Foxed d/w tanned on spine 
with small loss to the tail. Near fine in very good dust-wrapper. Four colour plates and other 
illustrations (including the covers) by Lucian Freud. The book was Freud's first 
commission and preceded his first solo exhibition later that year. A nice copy of  an 
attractive book. 
£250
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117 VARIOUS Men Who March Away. Poems of  the First World War. Edited 
with an Introduction by I. M. Parsons. London, Heinemann Educational Books 1965. 8vo. 
First edition. Original decorated cloth Spine browned. Slight wear to head and tail of  spine and 
corners. A bookplate appears to have been removed from the front paste down. Very good. A classic 
anthology including poems by Blunden, Brooke, Graves, Gurney, Hardy, Kipling, 
Owen, Rosenberg, Sassoon, Sorley and Edward Thomas. 
£10

118 WILDE, OSCAR Salomé. A Tragedy in One Act. Translated from the 
French of  Oscar Wilde with Sixteen Drawings by Aubrey Beardsley. London, John 
Lane, The Bodley Head 1912. 12mo. Uniform edition. Translation (by Lord Alfred Douglas) first 
published in 1894. Original green cloth, gilt. Sixteen plates, including double page frontispiece and 
title page, by Aubrey Beardsley. Ink inscription on fly dated 1927. Fine.  
£60

SETS
119 AUSTEN, JANE The Novels of  Jane Austen. The Text based on 
Collation of  the Early Editions by R. W. Chapman. With Notes, Indexes and Illus-
trations from Contemporary Sources. Oxford, The Clarendon Press 1926. 8vo. 5 volumes, 
set. Second edition. (First, large paper, edition 1923). Original burgundy buckram, gilt. Black and 
white plates throughout each volume. Spines very slightly faded. Gently bumped at heads and tails 
of  spines. A nice set in near fine condition. Chapman established the authoritative texts for 
the 20th century and was enormously influential in the revival of  interest in Jane 
Austen's work. 
£400

120 BISHOP, ELIZABETH Poems & Prose. 'Prose' edited by Lloyd Schwartz. 
New York, Farrar, Straus and Giroux 2011. 8vo. 2 volumes, set, in slipcase. First editions. 
Original navy cloth, gilt. Mint in dust-wrappers and slipcase. A beautiful library edition of  
the works of  one of  America's greatest poets. 
£50

121 BOSWELL, JAMES Life of  Johnson 1709-1784. Edited by George 
Birkbeck Hill. Revised and Enlarged Edition by L. F. Powell. Oxford, The Clarendon 
Press 1934. 8vo. 4 volumes bound as 2. Firsts thus. Original maroon cloth, lettered in gilt. Top 
edges gilt. India paper edition. Spines very slightly faded. Bottom gutter of  first volume is damp-
stained but not affecting text. Very good. This edition was completed in 1950 with the addi-
tion of  a third volume (comprising volumes 5 & 6 of  the ordinary paper edition) with 
the Journal of  a Tour to the Hebrides and Johnson's Diary of  a Journey into North 
Wales. But these two volumes are complete in themselves and are still the standard 
edition of  the Life of  Johnson. 
£50

122 BRONTË SISTERS (CHARLOTTE, EMILY, ANNE) The Novels of  the 
Sisters Brontë. The Thornton Edition. Edited by Temple Scott. Edinburgh, John 
Grant 1905. 8vo. 12 volumes, set. Original green cloth, gilt. Top edge gilt, others uncut. Black and 
white photographic frontispieces. Small stain on the spine of  one volume (Shirley vol.2) else a near 
fine set. Includes the Life of  Charlotte Brontë by Mrs. Gaskell. The standard library 
edition of  the novels. 
£300

123 BURNS, ROBERT Poetical Works of  Robert Burns. Chronologically 
arranged with notes, glossaries, and index. London, J. M. Dent & Co. [c. 1890]. 12mo. 
3 volumes, set. First edition thus. Half  leather with leather labels on spines and marbled boards. Top 
edges gilt. Marbled endpapers. Uniformly faded on spines. A handsome library set in compact form.  
£75

124 CERVANTES, MIGUEL DE Don Quixote de la Mancha. London, The 
Nonesuch Press 1930. 8vo. 2 volumes in slipcase, set. Limited edition of  1475 copies (of  which 
575 were for sale in America). Full tan pigskin with five raised bands and leather labels, gilt. 
Top edges gilt. Printed on Casinensis hand-made paper. With 21 illustrations by E. McKnight 
Kauffer. The usual darkening to the spines where oxidation has taken place. Slipcase worn and with 
short splits at top and bottom. A fine set. “Motteux' Translation Revised Anew (1743) & 
Corrected Rectified and Filled Up in Numberless Places by J. Ozell Who Likewise 
Added the Explanatory Notes from the Best Editions in English & Spanish”. 
£240

125 CHURCHILL, RANDOLPH S. & GILBERT, MARTIN Winston S. 
Churchill. London, William Heinemann 1966-1988. 8vo. 8 volumes, set. First editions. 
Original burgundy cloth, lettered in gilt. Volumes 1 & 2 are in d/ws that have a few short tears. 
The d/w spine of  volume 4 is faded as usual. The last three volumes are in the uniform plain 
jackets (for which the publisher charged more), rather than the photographic ones. Fine in near fine 
dust-wrappers. The official life of  the British Prime Minister, begun by his son and 
completed by Martin Gilbert. 
£240

126 CHURCHILL, WINSTON S. The World Crisis. London, Thornton Butter-
worth Ltd. 1923-31. 8vo. 6 volumes, set. First editions. Original blue cloth, gilt. Some bumping to 
heads and tails of  spines and corners. Some foxing to fore edges and prelims as usual. Ink 
presentation inscription on fly of  volume 1. A very nice, bright set. The author's history of  the 
First World War, begun when he was First Lord of  the Admiralty. 
£850
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127 CONRAD, JOSEPH The Works of  Joseph Conrad. London, William 
Heinemann 1921-27. 8vo. 20 volumes, set. Signed, limited edition. #214 of  780 sets (750 
for sale and 30 for presentation). Original beige cloth with paper boards. Fore edges untrimmed. 
Partially unopened. Signed by the author on the limitation page of  volume 1. No dust-wrappers. 
Otherwise a near fine, complete set. 18 volumes were published in 1921. After Conrad's 
death in 1924, volume 19 was issued in 1926 and volume 20 in 1927. This is the 
complete edition. 
£1250

128 DICKENS, CHARLES The Nonesuch Dickens. Edited by Arthur Waugh, 
Hugh Walpole, Thomas Hatton and Walter Dexter. London, The Nonesuch Press 
1937-8. 8vo. 25 volumes, set, including the plate and Nonesuch Dickensiana. Limited to 877 
copies. Publisher's coloured buckram. Black leather title labels. Edges untrimmed. Top edges gilt. 
Illustrated throughout, mostly from the original plates or blocks which were then dispersed with the 
sets. This set includes the original wood-engraved plate of  'Sleeping It Off' after Luke Fildes for The 
Mystery of  Edwin Drood housed in a boxed volume together with a print and a typed, signed letter 
of  authenticity from the publisher. Spines slightly faded. Near fine. A very handsome set of  the finest 
uniform edition. The publisher's letter of  solicitation to Sir Andrew McFadyean (1887-
1974) is included together with his bookplate. 'Sleeping It Off' is the last illustration 
to the unfinished 'Edwin Drood'. (Dreyfus 108). 
£9000

129 EHRMAN, JOHN The Younger Pitt. London, Constable 1969, 1983 & 1996. 
8vo. 3 volumes, set. First editions. Original buckram, gilt. Volume 1 has a price-clipped d/w with a 
new price sticker from the publisher in decimal coinage and some discolouration to the spine. Volume 
2 has a bookplate and ink ownership on the front paste down. The d/w has a tiny tear at the bottom 
of  the upper panel and is a little wrinkled at the head of  the spine. Volume 3 has a bookplate on 
the fly leaf. Near fine in near fine dust-wrappers. Comprising The Years of  Acclaim, The 
Reluctant Transition and The Consuming Struggle, this is the definitive life of  the 
Prime Minister. 
£175

130 FORSTER, E. M. The Abinger Edition. Edited by Oliver Stallybrass (and 
Elizabeth Heine). London, Edward Arnold 1972-1983. 8vo. 10 volumes. First editions thus. 
Original black cloth, gilt. All d/ws are price-clipped and most have a publisher's price sticker on the 
lower panel of  the d/w. Volumes 6 & 11 are faded on the spine. Volume 6a is faded on the spine 
and patchily on the lower panel. Volume 14 is faded on the spine and along the top edge of  upper 
and lower panels. It also has cheaper paper than the earlier volumes and this has browned as usual. 
Near fine in very good + dust-wrappers. Half  of  the complete Abinger Edition, published 
by Edward Arnold from 1972 and André Deutsch from 1996 until 2004. Included 
are: 1. Where Angels Fear to Tread (1975); 3. A Room with a View (1977); 
4. Howards End (1973); 6. A Passage to India (1978); 6a. The Manuscripts of  A 
Passage to India (Limited edition, #16 of  1500 copies, with publisher's line finder 
bookmark loosely inserted, 1978); 8. The Life to Come and other stories (1972); 

11. Two Cheers for Democracy (1972); 12. Aspects of  the Novel (1974); 13. Golds-
worthy Lowes Dickinson and related writings (1973); 14. The Hill of  Devi and other 
Indian writings (1983). 
£750

131 GRIGG, JOHN Lloyd George. London, Eyre Methuen & Allen Lane 1978-2002. 
8vo. 4 volumes. Mixed set. Volume 1 is a reprint, first published in 1973. Volumes 2-4 are first 
editions. Original cloth, gilt. A little foxing to the top edges, otherwise fine in fine dust-wrappers. 
Comprising The Young Lloyd George; The People's Champion 1902-1911; From 
Peace to War 1912-1916 & War Leader 1916-1918. 
£125

132 JAMES, HENRY The Bodley Head Henry James. With introductions by 
Leon Edel. London, The Bodley Head 1972-80. 8vo. 11 vols, set. Reprints. First published 
1967-74. Volumes 10 & 11 are first editions. Original blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Volume 6 has 
an ink ownership on title page. One or two d/ws have tiny nicks and tears. Near fine in very good 
+ dust-wrappers. The novels and longer fiction of  Henry James in a very attractive 
reading set. 
£500

133 JAMES, HENRY The Complete Tales of  Henry James. Edited with an 
Introduction by Leon Edel. Philadelphia and New York, J. B. Lipincott Company 1962-4. 
8vo. 12 volumes, set. Original grey cloth. Some volumes have small patches of  fading (possibly 
damp-staining?) to the cloth. D/ws are chipped, worn and faded in places. Very good + in very good 
dust-wrappers. A handsome set. The standard edition of  the tales, arranged chronologi-
cally. 
£350

134 PEPYS, SAMUEL The Diary of  Samuel Pepys. Edited by R. C. Latham 
& W. Matthews. London, Bell & Hyman 1983-1990. 8vo. 11 volumes, set. Reprints. 
Originally published between 1970 and 1983. Original green buckram, gilt. Each d/w is price-
clipped, otherwise fine in fine dust-wrappers. An immaculate set of  the definitive, 
unexpurgated, library edition. 
£150

135 PROUST, MARCEL Selected Letters. Volume 1 1880-1903; volume 2 
1904-1909; volume 3 1910-1917; volume 4 1918-1922. Edited by Philip Kolb. 
London, Collins & HarperCollins 1983-2000. 8vo. 4 volumes, set. First editions. Original cloth. 
D/ws of  volumes 2 & 3 are price-clipped. D/w of  volume 1 a little worn at the edges. Fine in 
near fine dust-wrappers. A very handsome set. 
£400
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136 SAINT-SIMON, DUC DE Historical Memoirs. 1691-1723. Edited and 
translated by Lucy Norton. With an Introduction by D. W. Brogan. London, Hamish 
Hamilton 1967-1972. 8vo. 3 vols, set. First editions. Volume 1 (1691-1709), Volume 2 (1710-
1715), Volume 3 (1715-1723). Original cloth, gilt. Black and white plates throughout. Tiny 
nicks to the d/ws of  volumes 2 & 3, otherwise fine in fine dust-wrappers, without the usual fading 
to the spine of  volume 2.  
£125

137 SEVIGNÉ, MADAME DE Letters from the Marchioness de Sevigné to 
her daughter the Countess of  Grignan. With Introductory Essay by Madame 
Duclaux. London, Spurr & Swift 1927. 10 volumes bound as 5, set. Limited edition of  1000 
copies. Bound by Hatchards in half  red leather ruled and lettered in gilt. Top edges gilt, others uncut. 
Silk marker ribbons. A fine set.  
£225

138 TOLSTOY, LEO Anna Karenina. Translated by Constance Garnett. The 
Text Edited and Revised by Gustavus Spett and the Translation Revised by Bernard 
Guilbert Guerney. Cambridge, The University Press, Cambridge, for The Limited Editions 
Club 1951. 8vo. 2 volumes, set. #596 of  a Limited Edition of  1500 copies. Decorative cloth 
boards. Top edges gilt. Slipcase with paper label. Illustrated with lithographs by Barnett 
Freedman. Fine in fine slipcase. Signed by the artist on the limitation page. Freedman 
also produced War & Peace for The Limited Editions Club. One of  the world's 
greatest novels, set in Russia in the early 1870s, in a beautifully illustrated edition. 
£375

139 TROLLOPE, ANTHONY The Shakespeare Head Edition of  the 
Novels of  Anthony Trollope. Edited by Michael Sadleir. Stratford-upon-Avon, The 
Shakespeare Head Press 1929. 8vo. 14 volumes, set. Limited edition of  525 sets. Original green 
buckram, gilt. Top edges gilt, others untrimmed. Spines very slightly faded and gilt lettering dulled, 
otherwise a fine set. The Autobiography together with the Barsetshire novels in a fine 
press edition. 
£400

140 TROLLOPE, ANTHONY The Works of  Anthony Trollope. The World's 
Classics Edition. London, Oxford University Press 1924-1948. 16mo. 37 titles in 48 volumes. 
The complete Oxford World's Classics edition. Original blind-stamped navy cloth, gilt. Silk marker 
ribbons. One or two volumes with light foxing. Some spines lightly faded. A very nice set. Mostly 
first printings in the Oxford World's Classics and in the 'pre-War' format with proper 
blind-stamped covers and larger gilt lettering on the spines. Exceptions include 'He 
Knew He Was Right' which was only published in 1948. Any double volume titles 
are here present in two volumes rather than singles. 
£600
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141 WORDSWORTH, WILLIAM The Poetical Works of  William 
Wordsworth. Edited by William Knight. London, Macmillan and Co. Ltd. 1896. 8vo. 
8 volumes, set. Uniformly bound by Hatchards in red half-leather, gilt, with cloth boards. Top edges 
gilt. Silk marker ribbons. Engraved title-pages and frontispieces in each volume. Ink ownership and 
remains of  bookplate on front pastedown. A fine set.  
£600

TRAVEL
142 BAKER, SIR SAMUEL The Nile Tributaries of  Abyssinia. And the 
Sword Hunters of  the Hamran Arabs. London, Macmillan & Co. 1867. 8vo. First edition. 
Original blue cloth, ruled, lettered & decorated in gilt. Two coloured maps (one folding). Portrait 
frontispiece and 23 engraved plates. Corners bumped and worn. Spine darkened and worn with 
chips missing from head where it has been pulled from the shelf. Ownership inscriptions on prelims 
together with light foxing. Maps, plates and text are clean. Very good +. The follow up to his 
account of  the Albert N'yanza (1866) is a classic of  mid-Victorian exploration and 
big game hunting in Africa. 
£450

143 BEATON, CECIL Far East. London, B. T. Batsford Ltd 1945. 8vo. First edition. 
Original orange cloth. Illustrated with the author's photographic plates in black and white. Corners 
bumped. Head and tail of  spine a little faded where the d/w is chipped. Ink ownership on fly. 
Upper panel of  d/w has a large tear from the bottom corner to the middle. D/w, prelims and fore 
edge foxed. Good + in good dust-wrapper.  
£25

144 BEATON, CECIL Near East. London, B. T. Batsford Ltd 1943. 8vo. First edition. 
Original red cloth. Illustrated with the author's photographic plates in black and white. Corners 
bumped. Upper board faded and warped. Foxed. Ink ownership on fly. D/w chipped and worn. 
Good + in good + dust-wrapper.  
£30

145 BROOKE, A. DE CAPELL Travels through Sweden, Norway and 
Finmark, to the North Cape. London, Rodwell and Martin [1823]. 4to. First edition. 
Original green cloth on bevelled boards decorated in gilt. All edges gilt. With 22 lithographed plates 
(2 hand-coloured) and 11 vignettes. Corners and spine ends gently bumped. Hinges pulling with 
splitting. Scattered light foxing throughout. Label bearing ink inscription on front free endpaper. 
Very good +. The author was a Fellow of  the Royal Society and co-establisher of  the 
Raleigh Club (1827). The text is notable for its descriptions of  eye witness reports of  
sea monsters! 
£450

146 LEES-MILNE, JAMES Venetian Evenings. London, Collins 1988. 8vo. First 
edition. Original blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. A companion to the 
author's Roman Mornings. 
£35

147 LEIGH FERMOR, PATRICK Between the Woods and the Water. On 
Foot to Constantinople from The Hook of  Holland: The Middle Danube to the Iron 
Gates. London, John Murray 1986. 8vo. First edition. Original blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Ink 
ownership on fly. Errata slip loosely inserted. Fine in fine dust-wrapper. Signed by the author 
on the title page. 
£175

148 LYALL, ARCHIBALD The Companion Guide to Tuscany. London, 
Collins 1973. 8vo. Original terracotta cloth, gilt. Black and white photographic plates. Fine in fine 
dust-wrapper.  
£15

149 MORTIMER, JOHN & PENELOPE With Love and Lizards. London, 
Michael Joseph 1957. 8vo. First edition. Original red cloth. D/w with edge wear and chips at the 
head and tail of  the spine which have been repaired internally with tape. Near fine in very good dust-
wrapper. The two authors' account of  taking their six children and a German nanny 
on holiday to Southern Italy. 
£20

150 PEYREFITTE, ROGER South from Naples. Translated by J. H. F. 
McEwen. London, Thames and Hudson 1954. 8vo. First English edition. Original fawn cloth, 
gilt. Drawings by Gunter Boehmer. Ink ownership on fly. D/w browned on spine with edge wear 
and tape repairs to the head and tail of  the spine. Very good + in good + dust-wrapper. 
A charming evocation of  Southern Italy in the mid-Fifties. 
£20
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